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ReviewTheta Oscillations in the Hippocampus
1990; Vinogradova, 1995; Vertes and Kocsis, 1997). TheGyo¨rgy Buzsa´ki1
Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience theta models discussed in previous reviews utilize neu-
rons with passive cable properties. During the past sev-Rutgers
The State University of New Jersey eral years, it has become increasingly clear that neurons
are endowed with a host of active conductancies andand Neurological Institute of New Jersey
Newark, New Jersey 07102 intrinsic oscillatory properties (Llina´s, 1988; Ha¨usser et
al., 2000). A further goal of this review therefore is to
integrate this new knowledge with network level infor-
mation and propose new research directions for under-Theta oscillations represent the “on-line” state of the
hippocampus. The extracellular currents underlying standing the functional significance of the theta rhythm.
theta waves are generated mainly by the entorhinal
input, CA3 (Schaffer) collaterals, and voltage-depen- Brain Systems Involved in the Generation
dent Ca2 currents in pyramidal cell dendrites. The of Theta Oscillations
rhythm is believed to be critical for temporal coding/ Theta oscillations depend on ongoing behavior (Gras-
decoding of active neuronal ensembles and the modi- tya´n et al., 1959; Vanderwolf, 1969). Although no consen-
fication of synaptic weights. Nevertheless, numerous sus has yet emerged regarding their specific behavioral
critical issues regarding both the generation of theta correlates, theta waves are most consistently present
oscillations and their functional significance remain during REM sleep (Jouvet, 1969) and during various
challenges for future research. types of locomotor activities described by the subjective
terms “voluntary,” “preparatory,” “orienting,” or “explor-
Functions of a brain structure can be deduced from atory” (Vanderwolf, 1969). In general, theta waves are
correlation and perturbation methods. Convergence of absent in the immobile animal but short epochs of theta
these methods at different levels of analysis indicates trains can be elicited by noxious conditioned stimuli (cf.
that the hippocampus and associated structures serve Bland, 1986). Theta waves have been also assumed to
to generate long-term memory traces. Clinical evidence be carriers of mnemonic processes (Miller, 1989; Lisman
indicates that damage to the hippocampus produces and Idiart, 1995; Raghavachari et al., 2001). It should be
anterograde amnesia. At the cellular-molecular level, the noted here that field oscillations at theta/alpha frequen-
intricacies of synaptic plasticity, a candidate model for cies have been observed in numerous cortical structures
memory storage, are being studied in great detail (cf. (Steriade, 2000). Intracranial recordings in humans indi-
Kandel and Squire, 2000). However, the link between cate, however, that these patterns occur in different
single neuron computation and computation at the net- behavioral states and are not coherent with hippocam-
work level is poorly understood. It remains unclear how pal theta waves (Kahana et al., 1999; Raghavachari et
neuronal cooperativity in intact networks relates to al., 2001). Thus, the relevance of these rhythms to theta
memories or how network activity in the behaving animal oscillations present in the hippocampus and associated
brings about synaptic modification. Because network structures has yet to be established.
patterns arise from the collective action of neurons, In the discussion of the mechanisms of oscillations,
some of their behavior-related changes can be studied it is useful to distinguish two terms. The term “current
by recording the current flow in the extracellular space. generator” refers to the transmembrane currents re-
A prominent network pattern in the hippocampus of all sponsible for the magnitude of the recorded field. On the
mammals studied to date, including humans (Arnolds other hand, “rhythm generator” refers to mechanisms
et al., 1980; Kahana et al., 1999; Tesche and Karhu, responsible for the emergence and control of the oscilla-
2000; Bo´dizs et al., 2001), is a slow oscillation in the tory pattern and frequency. Brain regions with parallel
theta-alpha frequency band. Key issues therefore are arranged dendrites and afferents, such as cortical struc-
to understand how theta oscillation can group and seg- tures, give rise to large amplitude extracellular poten-
regate neuronal assemblies and to assign various com- tials, whereas subcortical nuclei with less orderly spatial
putational tasks to them. An equally important task is organization generate “closed fields,” i.e., small-ampli-
to reveal the relationship between synaptic activity (as tude field events.
reflected globally by field theta) and the output of the Theta oscillation is most regular in frequency and
active single cells (as reflected by action potentials). A largest amplitude in the str. lacunosum-moleculare of
goal of this review is to summarize new knowledge about the hippocampal CA1 region. Both the amplitude and
the cellular-synaptic generation of theta waves and the phase of theta waves change as a function of depth
importance of theta oscillations in the coordination of (i.e., different layers; Figure 1), whereas in the same
neuronal networks and in the modification of synaptic layers they are robustly similar along the long axis of
connections. Several excellent reviews have been pub- the hippocampus (Bullock et al., 1990). Theta oscilla-
lished on the physiology and pharmacology of theta tions are also present in the dentate gyrus and the CA3
oscillations (Bland, 1986; Vanderwolf, 1988; Lopes da region. In addition to the hippocampal formation, theta
Silva et al., 1990; Buzsa´ki et al., 1994; Stewart and Fox, frequency oscillations and phase-locked discharge of
neurons to theta waves have been observed in several
other structures, including the subicular complex, ento-1Correspondence: buzsaki@axon.rutgers.edu
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Figure 1. Voltage-versus-Depth Profile of
Theta Oscillation in the Rat
(Left) A 16-site silicon probe in the CA1-den-
tate gyrus axis. Numbers indicate recording
sites (100 m spacing). o, str. oriens; p, pyra-
midal layer; r, str. radiatum; lm, str. lacuno-
sum-moleculare; g, granule cell layer; h, hilus.
(Right) Theta waves recorded during explora-
tion. Note gradual shift of theta phase from
str. oriens to str. lacunosum-moleculare.
Gamma waves superimposed on theta oscil-
lation are marked by arrows. Vertical bar: 1
mV. (From Bragin et al., 1995.)
rhinal cortex, perirhinal cortex, cingulate cortex, and and Magoun, 1949) rather than structures specifically
involved in theta rhythm generation. In summary, theamygdala (Adey, 1967; Mitchell and Ranck, 1980; Alonso
and Garcia-Austt, 1987; Leung and Borst, 1987; Pare´ minimum conditions necessary for the generation of os-
cillating extracellular currents in the theta frequencyand Collins, 2000). These structures are thus the main
current generators of the extracellularly recorded theta band are the proper connections between the hippo-
campus and MS-DBB. Despite 40 years of researchfield. However, none of these cortical structures are
capable of generating theta activity on their own. (Petsche et al., 1962), however, the exact physiological
mechanisms of these interactions have remained unre-Several subcortical nuclei have been postulated to be
critically involved in the rhythm generation of theta. Affer- solved.
ents from these nuclei release neurotransmitters that may
allow for the emergence of network oscillations in the “Classic” Theta Model and Its Inadequacies
In the first and simplest theta model, the MS-DBB hashippocampus and associated structures (“permissive”
action) or may provide a coherent, theta frequency out- been postulated to be the rhythm generator (pace-
maker), which supplies phasic modulation to the hippo-put (“pacemaker” function). Because lesion or inactiva-
tion of medial septum-diagonal band of Broca (MS-DBB) campus (Petsche et al., 1962). Subsequent models
added new components that are summarized in Figureneurons abolishes theta waves in all cortical targets, it
has been regarded as the ultimate rhythm generator of 2. On the assumption that the extracellular field is gener-
ated by the summed activity of IPSPs and EPSPs ontheta (Petsche et al., 1962). The MS-DBB is reciprocally
connected to the supramammillary region (Borhegyi and the somata and dendrites of principal cells, respectively,
these models utilized a single canonical CA1 pyramidalFreund, 1998; Leranth et al., 1999), a second critical
structure involved in pacing the theta rhythm (cf. Vertes cell with passive membrane properties. It has been as-
sumed that all pyramidal cells receive coherent excit-and Kocsis, 1997). Whether the MS-DBB and supra-
mammillary nucleus are true pacemakers or rhythmic atory (from perforant path) and inhibitory (from septum
to feed-forward inhibitory neuron) inputs. The interplayfiring of their neurons depends on the hippocampal and
entorhinal feedback has yet to be determined (Lee et between these two current generators (dipoles) is as-
sumed to be responsible for the unique amplitude/phaseal., 1994; Brazhnik and Fox, 1999; King et al., 1998;
Borisyuk and Hoppensteadt, 1999; Denham and Bo- versus depth profiles of hippocampal theta oscillation.
According to this scheme, the most strongly excitedrisyuk, 2000; Wang, 2002).
Neurons in several other subcortical structures are minority of the population would discharge at the same
time when nonspiking neurons are maximally depolar-phase locked to hippocampal theta oscillation, including
the dorsal raphe nucleus, ventral tegmental nucleus of ized, justifying the “lumped” model. As Figure 1 illus-
trates, theta waves in the waking rat show a gradualGudden, and anterior thalamic nuclei (cf. Bland, 1986;
Vertes and Kocsis, 1997). Finally, stimulation of several phase reversal between CA1 str. oriens and the hippo-
campal fissure (Winson, 1974), consistent with the coor-subcortical nuclei elicits hippocampal theta (cf. Bland,
1986). However, these latter structures also project to dinated activity of at least two current generators (di-
poles). Because the largest amplitude theta waves arethe thalamus and/or neocortex as well, and they are
part of a common ascending activation system (Moruzzi observed at the hippocampal fissure, rhythmic excita-
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excitatory and inhibitory inputs as postulated from field/
CSD studies and the actual discharge of the pyramidal
cells and interneurons. If the major excitatory drive dur-
ing theta is the entorhinal input, CA1 pyramidal cells are
expected to discharge maximally at the peak of the
sink in str. lacunosum-moleculare. However, the highest
probability of discharge in the behaving rat occurs
around the positive peak of theta recorded at the level
of the distal dendrites, corresponding to the negative
phase of the theta waves in the pyramidal layer (Figure
3A; Fox et al., 1986; Buzsa´ki et al., 1986; Brankack et al.,
1993; Csicsvari et al., 1999). (2) Another finding, which is
at odds with the classic model, is that the theta phase
relationship of pyramidal cells is not fixed but changes
dynamically as a function of behavior (O’Keefe and
Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996). (3) Recent work indi-
cates that pyramidal neurons in various limbic structures
are endowed to oscillate at theta frequency. These in-
trinsic mechanisms may be as important in the genera-Figure 2. “Classic” Model of Extracellular Theta Current Generation
tion of transmembrane currents as postsynaptic poten-The medial septum and diagonal band of Broca (MS-DBB) area are
tials. (4) The complex interconnections among theassumed to be the rhythm generator (pacemaker) of theta. Choliner-
numerous hippocampal interneuron classes pose fur-gic neurons (c) provide slow depolarization of their target pyramidal
cell and basket interneuron (i). MS-DBB GABAergic neurons (g) ther questions about their involvement in rhythm genera-
rhythmically hyperpolarize the basket interneuron (i). In turn, the tion. (5) Importantly, more recent knowledge indicates
rhythmic IPSPs in the pyramidal cell are assumed to induce periso- that the recurrent circuit of the CA3 region may function
matic currents (red; inhibitory theta dipole). Rhythmic EPSPs from
as an intrahippocampal theta oscillator. (6) Finally, thethe entorinal cortex (EC) are responsible for the active sink in the
mutual connections between MS-DBB and the hippo-distal dendritic region (blue; excitatory theta dipole). The relative
campus/entorhinal cortex indicate that the “septal pace-magnitude and phase relationship of the inhibitory (somatic) and
excitatory (distal dendritic) dipoles are hypothesized to determine maker”-“hippocampal follower” model is overly simple.
the unique amplitude and phase versus depth distribution of theta We will discuss these topics below. Some potential solu-
waves in the CA1 region. (Adapted from Holsheimer et al., 1982; tions will be offered whereas answers to several other
Buzsa´ki et al., 1983; Leung, 1984; Stewart and Fox, 1990; Lee et al.,
issues will require further experimentation.1994.)
Transmitters and Receptors Responsible for Theta
Oscillations: Roles for Cholinergic,tion of the distal dendrites by the entorhinal afferents is
assumed to play the most important role in the current GABAA, and NMDA Receptors
Drugs affecting the field theta waves may interfere withgeneration of extracellular field theta.
A second theta dipole in the CA1 region is assumed the rhythm and/or the current generators. For example,
blockade or potentiation of GABAA receptors during pic-to be generated by somatic IPSPs. These IPSPs are
brought about by the  frequency discharge of basket rotoxin-induced epilepsy or pentobarbital anesthesia,
respectively, eliminates theta by affecting both rhythmand chandelier cells, repeated at theta frequency (Ar-
temenko, 1972; Fox, 1989; Leung and Yim, 1986; Ylinen generation and current generation. In principle, every
afferent pathway with phase-locked activity to the globalet al., 1995; Kamondi et al., 1998a). The rhythmic drive
and/or inhibition of basket cells may arrive from the rhythm contributes to the extracellular field. Given the
large number of structures affecting theta oscillations,MS-DBB (Buzsa´ki et al., 1983; Stewart and Fox, 1990),
although several other inputs, including the entorhinal it is not surprising that theta activity can be influenced
by a variety of drugs (Vanderwolf, 1988). Vanderwolfafferents, CA3 afferents, CA1 recurrent collaterals, and
other interneurons with intrinsic oscillatory properties, (Kramis et al., 1975) suggested that, on the basis of
pharmacological sensitivity, two types of theta could bemay also be involved. Current-source density (CSD)
analysis (Mitzdorf, 1985), showing a strong sink in the distinguished: atropine-sensitive and atropine-resis-
tant. The idea of an atropine-sensitive form of thetaCA1 str. lacunusom-moleculare and a source in the py-
ramidal layer also support the above scheme (Buzsa´ki comes from early observations that muscarinic block-
ers, such as atropine, completely eliminate theta oscilla-et al., 1986; Brankack et al., 1993). The gradual phase
shift of the theta waves with depth (Winson, 1974) and tions in anesthetized animals. In contrast, in the awake,
walking rat, the amplitude and frequency of theta oscilla-the lack of a clear “null” zone are explained by the phase-
shifted nature of the somatic and dendritic dipoles (Buz- tion do not substantially change even after large doses
of systemically administered muscarinic blockers, al-sa´ki et al., 1983; Leung, 1984).
Research over the past several years points out sev- though the wave shape and depth profile of theta under
atropine are quantitatively different from those in theeral inadequacies of the above model. (1) Although both
CSD analysis and unit recording studies suggest that drug-free animal (Buzsa´ki et al., 1986). This persisting
form of theta is referred to as “atropine resistant” (Van-dendritic excitation is coupled to somatic inhibition (Fig-
ures 3 and 4; Csicsvari et al., 1999), in the classic theta derwolf, 1988). The neurotransmitter(s) and receptor(s)
responsible for the atropine-resistant type of theta havemodel a controversy exists between the timing of the
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Figure 3. Theta Phase Relationship of Pyra-
midal Cell Spiking Is Variable
(A) Averaged field theta wave and the pre-
ferred phase distribution of single interneur-
ons in the pyramidal layer [int(p)] and alveus-
str. oriens [int(a/o)] and CA1 pyramidal cells
of the rat. Only neurons with significant phase
modulation are included. Note that most in-
terneurons and pyramidal cells discharge on
the negative phase of local (pyramidal layer)
theta waves. (B) Relationship between firing
rate and theta phase distribution of spikes
for a single pyramidal neuron. Line: running
circular mean. The phase was calculated for
each firing rate bin separately. Note the half-
cycle phase shift from 2 Hz to 15 Hz. (C)
Illustration of spike-phase relationship for
weakly and strongly activated neurons. The
strongly activated neuron (due to hypothe-
sized coactivation by the entorhinal and
Schaffer afferents; red) discharges on the
negative phase of local extracellular (EC)
theta. Neurons with threshold activation dis-
charge on the positive phase (blue, green,
and purple cells). Nonspiking cells are black.
The strongly active few pyramidal cells thus
may contribute more action potentials per
theta cycle than the remaining population
combined. (From Csicsvari et al., 1999 and
unpublished data from K. Harris, H. Hirase,
X. Leinekugel, and G.B.)
never been identified conclusively (Vanderwolf, 1988; We hypothesize that activation of NMDA receptors is
critical for the atropine-resistant form of theta oscillation.Vertes and Kocsis, 1997).
Complete surgical removal of the entorhinal cortex Although the pharmacological action of urethane is not
well understood, experiments using more specific drugsor surgical isolation of the entorhinal cortex from its
nonhippocampal afferents eliminates the theta dipole provide support for this hypothesis. First, the depth versus
voltage profile of theta under the NMDA receptor blocker,localized on the banks of the hippocampal fissure (Fig-
ure 4). Importantly, such lesions render the remaining ketamine, is similar to that described under urethane
(Soltesz and Desche´nes, 1993). Second, combination oftheta oscillation atropine sensitive (Buzsa´ki et al., 1983;
Vanderwolf and Leung, 1983) and its depth versus volt- ketamine or other NMDA receptor blockers (phencycli-
dine, 3-(2-carboxypiperazin-4-yl) propyl-1-phosphonicage profile somewhat similar to that observed under
urethane anesthesia (Ylinen et al., 1995; Kamondi et al., acid [CPP], DL-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid [APV])
and atropine or scopolamine abolished all theta activity1998a). Two important hypotheses can be deduced from
these observations. First, that the receptors involved in in the hippocampus (Vanderwolf and Leung, 1983; Solt-
esz and Desche´nes, 1993; Horvath et al., 1988). Earlieratropine-resistant type of theta are urethane sensitive
(Kramis et al., 1975). The second deduction is that the experiments, using anesthetic doses of urethane or
NMDA blockers, reported that the frequency of atropine-atropine-resistant component of hippocampal theta is
conveyed by layer III and layer II entorhinal cortical affer- sensitive theta is substantially less (2–5 Hz) than in the
awake rat (6–9 Hz). However, subanesthetic doses ofents to the CA1 and dentate/CA3 neurons, respectively
(Amaral and Witter, 1989). Since these pathways contain NMDA receptor blockers or their intracerebro-ventricu-
lar application are also effective in reducing the atro-glutamate (cf. Bland, 1986) and urethane attenuates glu-
tamate release from presynaptic vesicles (Moroni et al., pine-resistant theta component (Horvath et al., 1988;
L.S. Leung, unpublished observations). A candidate tar-1981), one might expect quantitative similarities be-
tween the CSD maps of theta and those evoked by get of the NMDA blockers is the entorhinal afferent syn-
apses on the distal apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidalelectrical stimulation of the entorhinal afferents. How-
ever, the theta dipoles mediated by the entorhinal cortex neurons. These synapses have at least two distinguish-
ing features. First, they are larger than the synapses incannot be fully explained by glutamate activation of
pyramidal and granule cells via fast acting AMPA recep- str. oriens and radiatum and are frequently perforated
(Megias et al., 2001). Second, in addition to spines, thetors only (Buzsa´ki et al., 1986; Brankack et al., 1993;
Bragin et al., 1995). terminals frequently contact dendritic shafts. Activation
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Figure 4. Entorhinal Cortex-Mediated Theta Dipole in the Hippocampus
The simultaneously obtained field potentials (see Figure 1) were converted to one-dimensional current-source density (CSD) maps. Left: intact
rat. Voltage trace of theta recorded in the CA1 pyramidal layer is superimposed for reference (gray trace). Rhythmic sources (red) in the
pyramidal layer (p) are coupled to rhythmic sinks (blue) in the stratum lacunosum-moleculare (lm) representing a putative inhibitory source
(I ) and excitation by the perforant path input (PP). An additional sink, mediated by the Schaffer collaterals of CA3 pyramidal cells (Sch), is
present in str. radiatum (r). Right: same animal 2 days after bilateral removal of the entorhinal cortex (EC). Note the absence of sink at the
distal dendrites and the survival of the more proximal source-sink pair. The same time and color scales apply to both CSD maps. m, molecular
layer; g, granule cell layer. (From Kamondi et al., 1998a.)
of the NMDA receptors on the distal apical dendrites ally associated with synaptic plasticity (Kentros et al.,
1998), these findings indicate that NMDA receptors lo-may be brought about by theta phase-locked Ca2 po-
tentials in distal dendrites of discharging CA1 pyramidal cated on the distal apical dendrites are also important
in spontaneous synaptic events and the maintenanceneurons (Figure 5). Furthermore, in vitro experiments
also indicate that the entorhinal input has a greater of synaptic function (Kovalchuk et al., 2000).
The precise targets of systemic atropine in hippocampalNMDA component than the associational (CA3) input
to CA1 pyramidal cells (Otmakhova and Lisman, 2000). theta generation are unknown. The remaining theta sinks
and sources after bilateral lesion of the entorhinal cortexAlthough NMDA receptors in the hippocampus are usu-
Figure 5. Voltage-Dependent Theta Oscilla-
tion in Pyramidal Cell Dendrites In Vivo
(A) Continuous recording of extracellular (ex-
tra; CA1 pyr layer) and intradendritic (intra)
activity in the rat. Holding potential was man-
ually shifted to progressively more depolar-
ized levels by intradendritic current injection.
Inset: location of the dendritic penetration.
The recording electrode contained QX 314 to
block fast (Na) spikes. Some of the high-
threshold Ca2 spikes are marked by arrows.
(B) Another dendritic recording without QX
314 (370m from pyramidal layer). Note large
amplitude Ca2 spikes and small amplitude
fast spikes. (Reprinted from Kamondi et al.,
1998a.)
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are more compatible with associational/commissural in- the theta generation in the entorhinal cortex depends
puts and perisomatic inhibition than with the distribution on nicotinic receptors (but see Whishaw, 1976).
of septo-hippocampal cholinergic terminals, which are
present in all layers (Kamondi et al., 1998a). This obser- Contribution of the Dentate Gyrus and CA3
vation suggests that cholinergic-muscarinic receptors Recurrent Collateral System
in the hippocampus are not responsible directly for the to Theta Generation
extracellular theta currents. Furthermore, cholinergic Neurons in all hippocampal regions are phase modu-
activation of M1 receptors of pyramidal cells is much lated by theta oscillation (Bland et al., 1975; Buzsa´ki et
too slow (Cole and Nicoll, 1983; Hasselmo and Fehlau, al., 1983; Fox et al., 1986). Therefore, both the numerous
2001) for the generation of theta-associated cyclic mem- granule cells and CA3 pyramidal cells are expected to
brane potential changes. Release of acetylcholine may generate their own theta fields.
simply depolarize pyramidal cells and interneurons Although theta phase does not fully reverse across
(Madison et al., 1987) and/or affect voltage-dependent the granule cell layer, the waves recorded in the outer
conductancies, such as IM, Ih, and IA (Hoffman et al., molecular layer and the hilus are phase shifted by ap-
1997). Muscarinic receptors are both synaptic and extra- proximately 90 (Buzsa´ki et al., 1983). Furthermore, large
synaptic and are present on presynaptic boutons of both phase jumps (180) have been described in the molecu-
glutamatergic and GABAergic axons (Hasselmo and lar layer (Buzsa´ki et al., 1986). If the neighboring excit-
Schnell, 1994; Vizi and Kiss, 1998; Ha´jos et al., 1998). atory dipoles, formed presumably by afferents originat-
Furthermore, muscarinic blockers can affect receptors ing in the medial and lateral entorhinal cortex and the
in both MS-DBB and hippocampus. We therefore con- hilar mossy cells (Amaral and Witter, 1989), overlap in
clude that EPSPs brought about by the MS-DBB cholin- phase, the extracellular currents may be cancelled or
ergic neurons on hippocampal pyramidal cells cannot reduced. The relatively smaller contribution of granule
be responsible for the atropine-sensitive form of theta. cells to the overall hippocampal theta field is illustrated
An alternative mechanism to the direct excitation of further by the observation that elimination of granule
pyramidal cells by acetylcholine in theta generation cells by neonatal X-ray irradiation does not change the
(Petsche et al., 1962) is the cholinergic modulation of depth versus voltage profile of theta waves appreciably
interneurons (Buzsa´ki et al., 1983; Stewart and Fox, in the anesthetized rat (Whishaw et al., 1978). In contrast,
1990). Tonic cholinergic excitation of interneurons, cou- elimination of CA1 pyramidal neurons by forebrain isch-
pled with their phasic septal GABAergic inhibition, has emia results in a dramatic decrease of theta amplitude
been suggested to be responsible for the rhythmic dis- (Monmaur et al., 1986; Buzsa´ki et al., 1990).
charge of hippocampal interneurons (Freund and Antal, The CA3 pyramidal cells contribute to theta fields re-
1988; Stewart and Fox, 1990). In turn, the theta fre- corded in both the CA3 and CA1 regions. The CA3 output
quency discharge of the interneurons imposes rhythmic contributes directly to the theta field recorded in the CA1
IPSPs on their target principal cells (Fox, 1989; Soltesz region, as demonstrated by a sink in CA1 str. radiatum
and Desche´nes, 1993; Ylinen et al., 1995; Cobb et al., (Figure 4; Buzsa´ki et al., 1986; Brankack et al., 1993).
1995; To´th et al., 1997; Kamondi et al., 1998a). According
The small magnitude of the sink is explained by the
to this hypothesis, the theta waves observed in the anes-
observation that only a small percentage of CA3 pyrami-
thetized animal and in the entorhinal cortex-damaged
dal cells are active during a given theta cycle. Neverthe-
brain should represent mainly somatic outward currents
less, this minority appears to be critical for the dischargeand would be localized close to the pyramidal layer
of target CA1 neurons because CA3 pyramidal cells are(Figure 2; Buzsa´ki et al., 1983; Leung, 1984). Alterna-
active on the same phase of theta as CA1 pyramidaltively, the theta dipoles, which remain after removing
cells (Fox et al., 1986; J. Csicsvari and G.B., unpublishedthe entorhinal inputs (Figure 4), can be accounted for by
data).the more proximal dendritic excitation of CA1 pyramidal
Despite the similar cytoarchitecture of the CA1 andcells by the associational (Schaffer) collaterals. This in-
CA3 regions, the extracellular theta currents in the CA3terpretation assumes that the atropine-sensitive form of
region are considerably smaller than in CA1. Severaltheta emerges in the CA3 recurrent collateral system
factors may be responsible for this conspicuous differ-(Kocsis et al., 1999).
ence. First, the distal dendritic arbor of CA3 pyramidalIt should be spelled out that there is an unresolved
cells is considerably smaller than that of the CA1 pyrami-discrepancy between the pharmacological blockage of
dal neurons (Turner et al., 1995; Pyapali et al., 1998).the muscarinic M1 receptors and the absence of MS-
Second, in addition to the inputs common to CA3 andDBB cholinergic neurons. Whereas the amplitude of hip-
CA1, CA3 pyramidal neurons receive perisomatic excita-pocampal theta is only modestly affected after atropine
tion near their somata from the large mossy terminalstreatment, it is reduced several-fold after selective neu-
of granule cells (cf. Henze et al., 2000). The currentsrotoxin elimination of MS-DBB cholinergic cells (Lee et
induced by the mossy boutons flow in a direction oppo-al., 1994). This discrepancy suggests that muscarinic
site to the currents generated by the perforant path andM2 (Ha´jos et al., 1998) and/or nicotinic receptors (Ji and
the recurrent collaterals, leading to a potentially largeDani, 2000) may also be involved in the regulation of
reduction of extracellular currents. Finally, the excitatorytheta. Because the atropine-resistant type of theta in
drive from the entorhinal layer II and layer III neurons tothe hippocampus is conveyed by the entorhinal input,
CA3 and CA1 pyramidal cells may be different. Re-the theta generated in the entorhinal cortex is likely not
cording from identified neurons in the entorhinal cortexaffected by muscarinic blockade. On the other hand,
in the behaving rat will be required to address this latterlesion of the MS-DBB abolishes theta oscillations in the
entorhinal cortex as well. It is possible therefore that issue.
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While the CA1 and dentate regions act only as current IA, IAHP, IM, and IK[Ca]); Madison et al., 1987; Fellous and
generators of theta, recent findings indicate that the Sejnowski, 2000). When the oscillating cells communi-
CA3 recurrent collateral system can also act as a rhythm cate with each other, a network oscillation is expected
generator. After surgical removal of the entorhinal cor- to occur. However, in contrast to the continuous theta
tex, all remaining theta appears to depend on the integ- in the intact brain, theta-like oscillations in vitro consist
rity of the CA3 region, and theta signals in all layers are of only a limited number of cycles (Konopacki et al.,
highly coherent with each other (Bragin et al., 1995). 1987; MacVicar and Tse, 1989; Traub et al., 1992; Van
In contrast, the coherence of theta signals in CA1 str. der Linden et al., 1999). A possible explanation for the
radiatum and str. lacunosum-moleculare in the intact short trains is that muscarinic receptor activation may
brain is low and the powers of theta signals in these attenuate the spread of collateral excitation. In support
layers are inversely correlated with each other (Kocsis of this assertion, acetylcholine has been suggested to
et al., 1999). On the other hand, theta waves in CA1 str. attenuate glutamate release from the recurrent and
radiatum and in the inner third of the dentate molecular Schaffer collaterals (Hasselmo and Schnell, 1994). From
layer are strongly related. Since these layers are the the in vitro observations, it is tempting to conclude that
targets of the intrahippocampal associational projec- the necessary and sufficient condition for the production
tions (Amaral and Witter, 1989), the findings suggest of atropine-sensitive type of theta is a relatively intact
that the recurrent network of CA3 pyramidal cells and CA3 recurrent collateral system and diffuse release of
possibly hilar mossy cells forms an intrahippocampal acetylcholine in the extracellular environment. However,
oscillator. The intrahippocampal theta oscillator re- when these conditions were created in vivo by grafting
quires cholinergic activation because in the absence of the fetal septal region into the subcortically denervated
the entorhinal input, the remaining theta is abolished by hippocampus, theta oscillation failed to emerge (Segal
atropine. et al., 1985; Buzsa´ki et al., 1987) even though release of
The notion that the cholinergic component of theta acetycholine from the graft reached physiological levels
emerges in the CA3 recurrent collateral system implies (Leanza et al., 1993). In addition, the magnitude of carba-
that this form of oscillation can also be studied in the chol-induced synchrony in the hippocampal slice is sev-
isolated hippocampus. To this end, Konopacki et al. eral times larger than that observed in vivo (Traub et al.,
(1987; Bland et al., 1988) observed that when a hippo- 1992). Despite these differences, the in vivo and in vitro
campal slice is bathed in a solution containing the mus- experiments provide support for the existence of an
carinic drug carbachol, short bursts of field oscillations intrinsic hippocampal theta oscillator. A broader impli-
at 4 to 15 Hz occur intermittently. Depending on the cation of these observations is that in the behaving ani-
concentration of the drug, the magnitude of the field mal, the intrahippocampal (CA3) theta oscillator can
oscillation and the synchrony of the neuronal population change its frequency and phase relatively independently
vary from in vivo theta-like pattern to overt epileptic from the extrahippocampal (entorhinal) theta inputs
patterns (Williams and Kauer, 1997). At a low dose (5 (Kocsis et al., 1999). The phase differences, in turn, can
M), field oscillation may not be evident, although some have a profound effect on the timing of action potentials
CA3 pyramidal neurons may show sustained subthresh- in the activated principal neurons.
old membrane potential oscillation at 5 to 15 Hz. Moder-
ate doses (15–40 M) induce field oscillations and asso-
The Involvement of GABAergic Interneurons
ciated discharge of pyramidal neurons (Fellous and
in Theta ActivitySejnowski, 2000). The carbachol-induced rhythm is gen-
Ample evidence supports the critical involvement of hip-erated in the CA3 region and attenuated by AMPA recep-
pocampal interneurons in theta oscillations (Buzsa´ki ettor blockers. In the CA1 region, theta waves are reversed
al., 1983). Hippocampal interneurons are the exclusivein phase in the str. oriens/pyramidale and str. radiatum.
targets of the GABAergic septo-hippocampal projectionAlthough some interneurons are entrained by the net-
(Freund and Antal, 1988) as well as the sole hippocampalwork rhythm (Pitler and Alger, 1992; McMahon et al.,
output to the neurons of MS-DBB (To´th et al., 1993).1998), they are not essential for the maintenance of the
Thus, they are in a strategic position to amplify the hy-rhythm (MacVicar and Tse, 1989; Traub et al., 1992;
pothesized septo-hippocampal pacemaker connection.Fellous and Sejnowski, 2000), a main difference from
Nevertheless, the exact role of each of the numerousthe in vivo situation. Similar oscillatory patterns have
interneuron classes (Freund and Buzsa´ki, 1996) in thisalso been observed in the organotypic hippocampal
process has yet to be determined. In the behaving rat,slices and in hippocampus-septum cocultures (Fischer
the majority of CA1 interneurons discharge on the de-et al., 1999). In the combined cultures, enhancement of
scending phase of theta in the pyramidal cells layerspontaneously released acetylcholine levels, by block-
(ascending phase in the apical dendritic layers), and areing the enzyme acetylcholine esterase, is sufficient for the
assumed to be responsible for the increased  powerproduction of theta-like network oscillation (Fischer
on this phase (Bragin et al., 1995). However, it is notet al., 1999).
known whether interneurons with different preferredThe mechanisms by which theta-like oscillations
theta phases represent different classes of cells oremerge in the hippocampal slice preparation have yet
whether interneurons of the same class can discharge atto be disclosed. Pyramidal neurons are endowed with
different phases. At least three classes of interneuronsintrinsic properties to oscillate at theta frequency (see
deserve special attention: (1) basket and chandelier cellsbelow). Appropriate activation of such intrinsic oscilla-
with perisomatic targets, (2) O-LM (oriens lacunosum-tory mechanism may elicit theta rhythm in single cells.
moleculare) and HIPP (hilar interneuron with perforantAcetylcholine or carbachol induces dendritic depolar-
ization and can affect several K and other channels (Ih, path axon projection) interneurons (Halasy and Somo-
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gyi, 1993; Freund and Buzsa´ki, 1996), which specifically of these dendritic segments is critical in this process
(Katona et al., 1999; Maccaferri et al., 2000). O-LM andinnervate the termination zones of entorhinal afferents,
and (3) interneurons with feedback septal projection HIPP interneurons specifically innervate the termination
zones of entorhinal afferents on pyramidal cells and(Alonso and Kohler, 1982; To´th et al., 1993).
Perisomatic inhibition plays an important role in timing granule cells, respectively (Freund and Buzsa´ki, 1996).
Since an important excitatory input to these interneu-the action potentials of principal cells within the theta
cycle (Buzsa´ki et al., 1983). Basket and chandelier cells rons is the local collaterals of CA1-CA3 pyramidal cells
and granule cells (Sik et al., 1995, 1997; Blasco-Iban˜ezdischarge rhythmically at  frequency on the descending
phase of the pyramidal layer theta and provide rhythmic and Freund, 1995), the feedback dendritic inhibition can
provide a “winner-take-all” mechanism and thereby pre-hyperpolarization to the perisomatic region of pyramidal
cells via GABAA receptor-mediated IPSPs (Artemenko, vent the discharge of weakly activated pyramidal neu-
rons and granule cells. Assuming that O-LM and HIPP1972; Fox, 1989; Leung and Yim, 1991; Soltesz and
Desche´nes, 1993; Ylinen et al., 1995; Cobb et al., 1995; neurons fire on the same phase of theta waves as the
input entorhinal cells, the outward inhibitory currentsTo´th et al., 1997). A functional consequence of such
perisomatic shunting is periodic “isolation” of the so- they bring about may effectively reduce the inward cur-
rents conveyed by the entorhinal afferents. The ratio ofmatic and dendritic compartments of pyramidal neurons
at the time of maximum somatic inhibition (Figure 3A). inhibitory versus excitatory terminals is 2- to 3-fold
higher in str. lacunosum-moleculare as compared to theBecause the equilibrium potential of Cl-mediated
IPSPs is close to the resting membrane potential of str. radiatum (Megias et al., 2001). On the other hand,
selective reduction of distal dendritic inhibition in dis-the principal cells, the contribution of inhibition to the
extracellular field depends on the state of the individual charging pyramidal cells may allow for the backpropa-
gation of action potentials from soma to dendritespyramidal cells. In the majority of pyramidal cells, the
GABAA receptor-mediated transmembrane currents are (Spruston et al., 1995; Buzsa´ki et al., 1996; Tsubokawa
and Ross, 1996). Temporal coordination of distal den-very small because most pyramidal cells are silent dur-
ing theta activity (Harris et al., 2000).Thus, the quantita- dritic excitation and active spike backpropagation, in
turn, may contribute to the theta frequency-triggeredtive contribution of inhibition to the extracellular theta
field has yet to be determined. dendritic Ca2 spikes (Figure 5).
A third group of cells that may be critically involvedThe role of GABAB receptors in theta oscillation is not
clear. Activity of a single presynaptic interneuron rarely in the rhythm generation of theta oscillation is septally
projecting interneurons (Alonso and Kohler, 1982; To´thactivates postsynaptic GABAB receptors (Buhl et al.,
1994; Cobb et al., 1995). However, because at least 60% et al., 1993). This special group includes the “backpro-
jection” or widely projecting class of interneurons (A.I.of putative basket cells discharge synchronously during
the theta cycle (Csicsvari et al., 1999), activating more Gulya´s et al., 2001, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). CA1 back-
projection interneurons receive feedback excitationthan half of the approximately 100 synapses on pyrami-
dal cells (Megias et al., 2001), the amount of GABA re- from CA1 pyramidal cells and innervate interneurons in
the hilar area and CA3 region (Sik et al., 1994). Septallyleased in the intact brain during theta may be sufficient
to activate postsynaptic GABAB receptors (Dvorak-Car- projecting interneurons discharge rhythmically during
theta (G. Dragoi and G.B., unpublished observations).bone and Schuman, 1999; Scanziani, 2000). Neverthe-
less, the in vivo observation that intrasomatic theta has Although small in numbers, backprojection interneurons
with septal collaterals are in a unique position to coordi-an amplitude minimum and phase reversal between60
and 75 mV (Soltesz and Desche´nes, 1993; Ylinen et nate rhythmic discharge of large neuronal populations
in both hippocampus and septum.al., 1995) indicates that the main ion responsible for the
theta-related membrane hyperpolarization is Cl rather In addition to the above three groups, interneurons
with intrinsic oscillatory properties in the theta fre-than K.
“Slow” GABAA receptors have also been implicated quency band may be also important for the maintenance
of theta activity. Unfortunately, the exact anatomicalin theta oscillation. According to a recent model (Banks
et al., 2000), an undisclosed subgroup of interneurons identity of these interneurons is not known (Chapman
and Lacaille, 1999). They may project back to the MS-rhythmically inhibits the apical dendrites of both pyrami-
dal cells and basket neurons via a slow type of GABAA DBB or may amplify rhythmic inputs from various
sources and convey them to the principal cells and otherreceptor. In turn, rhythmic suppression of basket cells
and, consequently, disinhibition of the somata of pyra- interneuron partners. Finally, a small group of interneu-
rons, termed “antitheta” cells, may also hold a key inmidal cells are hypothesized to give rise to the extracel-
lular theta field. An explicit prediction of this model is understanding the emergence of theta oscillations be-
cause of their reciprocal firing relationship with all thethat basket cells and pyramidal neurons discharge on
the opposite phases of theta, as observed under anes- other interneuron classes. Antitheta cells are virtually
silent during theta oscillations, but fire rhythmically atthesia (Ylinen et al., 1995; Buzsa´ki et al., 1983; Fox et
al., 1986) and in vitro (Cobb et al., 1995). However, as 15–25 Hz in the absence of theta (Buzsa´ki et al., 1983;
Mizumori et al., 1990). Their anatomical identity is un-discussed above, pyramidal cells and putative basket
cells discharge on the same phase of the theta cycle in known. Clarification of the role of various classes of
interneurons in theta generation will require recordingthe freely behaving rat (Figure 3; Fox et al., 1986; Skaggs
et al., 1996; Csicsvari et al., 1999). from identified interneurons in the awake animal. In addi-
tion, reversible “deletion” of the subclasses by molecu-Because current flow through the distal dendrites of
principal cells is the most important event for the genera- lar biological techniques will further aid in understanding
their contribution.tion of extracellular theta currents, inhibitory regulation
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Intrinsic Resonant Properties of Neurons over, the phase fluctuation of spikes is not random and
correlates with behavioral variables (O’Keefe and Recce,Contribute to Theta Oscillations
1993). Let us first consider the consequences of simulta-Not only postsynaptic potentials but also intrinsic con-
neous dendritic depolarization and somatic inhibition inductance changes of the neuronal membrane can con-
a pyramidal neuron, the conditions that lead to maxi-tribute to the extracellularly recorded local field. Layer
mum extracellular current flow. Threshold depolariza-II stellate cells of the entorhinal cortex have been first
tion will induce an action potential on the peak of thedescribed to possess voltage-dependent oscillatory
depolarizing phase of the theta cycle (Figure 6). Weproperties in the theta frequency range (Alonso and Lli-
assume that this weak but threshold dendritic depolar-na´s, 1989). In these neurons, activation of a persistent
ization is responsible for the single, sporadic spikesNa current may contribute to the membrane potential
associated with the local positive peaks of pyramidaloscillation. Neurons of the MS-DBB are especially prone
layer theta waves (Figure 3C). On the other hand,to voltage-dependent oscillations. Cholinergic cells dis-
stronger dendritic excitation will bring the neuron toplay bursts of action potentials riding on low-threshold
threshold earlier in the theta cycle. Because of the longerspikes recurring at a theta frequency. GABAergic neu-
suprathreshold depolarization, more action potentialsrons, on the other hand, display nonadapting clusters
will be induced. However, the action potentials areof spikes interspersed with rhythmic subthreshold mem-
asymmetrically distributed relative to the peak of intra-brane-potential oscillations (Alonso et al., 1996; Serafin
cellular depolarization (Figure 6), presumably becauseet al., 1996). Voltage-dependent oscillations have also
of Na channel inactivation and/or because of the depo-been described in the somata (Leung and Yim, 1991;
larization-induced activation of a slow K current (Ka-Strata, 1998) and dendrites (Figure 5; Kamondi et al.,
mondi et al., 1998a). The overall result is a phase ad-1998a) of hippocampal pyramidal cells. The presence
vancement of action potentials relative to the negativeof membrane resonance and subthreshold oscillations
peak of the mean local field (i.e., the distributed “clock”in hippocampal neurons suggests that they are not pas-
theta signal).sive relays of incoming synaptic events, but rather par-
Importantly, O’Keefe and Recce (1993) and Skaggsticipate in sculpting their final output, regulated by fac-
et al. (1996) have observed that the theta phase relation-tors that control their resonant properties. The exact
ship of place cells varies systematically as the rat tra-mechanisms of the intrinsic dendritic oscillation have
verses the place field of the recorded unit. As the animalyet to be revealed. One possibility is that high threshold
moves to the center of the field (as defined by the maxi-dendritic Ca2 currents amplify a subthreshold somatic
mum discharge rate of the neuron), the first action po-oscillation. Another possibility is that activation of NMDA
tential and the median of action potentials can advancereceptors is responsible for the rhythmic events (Peet
at least 180 during successive theta cycles (O’Keefeet al., 1987). Furthermore, activation of the Ca2 chan-
and Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996). Computationalnels in distal apical dendrites is also facilitated by ac-
models have offered several potential solutions for thetively backpropagating action potentials (Kamondi et
phase precession of action potentials (Tsodyks et al.,al., 1998a; Magee and Johnston, 1995). The type of Ca2
1996; Jensen and Lisman, 1996; Wallenstein and Has-channels involved in the amplification of theta oscillation
selmo, 1997). The potential importance of the spike-is not known. Distal apical dendrites express a higher
phase precession phenomenon is that it may be takendensity of R- and T-type channels and a lower density
as an indication that neurons encode information byof L- and N-type channels than the soma (Westenbroek
timing instead of or in addition to firing rate (Ko¨nig etet al., 1990; Magee and Johnston, 1995).
al., 1996; Hopfield, 1995; Buzsa´ki and Chrobak, 1995;The role of other voltage-dependent conductancies
Lisman and Idiart, 1995). Because the exact timing ofhas yet to be disclosed in the generation of theta waves.
spikes within the theta cycle varies systematically whenThe transient K current (IA) is at a markedly higher den- the rat crosses the place field of the recorded neuron,
sity in the dendrites (Hoffman et al., 1997). The density
it was suggested that place is encoded by the spike-
of hyperpolarization-activated current (Ih) increases over theta phase relationship (Skaggs et al., 1996; Jensen
6-fold from soma to distal dendrites (Magee, 1999). Be- and Lisman, 2000). However, since the spatial position
cause Ih has its largest impact in the subthreshold range of the rat can be also deduced from the firing rates of
of membrane voltage, it may be particularly important hippocampal pyramidal neurons (O’Keefe and Nadel,
in theta oscillation. During the theta cycle, the magnitude 1978; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993), an important is-
of the membrane potential can change considerably, sue is whether firing rate increase and phase advance-
therefore numerous voltage-dependent conductancies ment of spikes are produced by the same or different
may be activated sequentially. In turn, activation of these mechanisms. If a single mechanism is responsible for
conductancies can exert an important effect on the firing both changes, then space or other behavioral variables
patterns of the principal cells. (Eichenbaum, 2000) may be redundantly coded by both
discharge frequency and timing of the action potentials.
Timing of Action Potentials within the Theta Cycle On the other hand, if firing rate and spike-phase ad-
A number of factors affect the precise timing of action vancement can be dissociated experimentally, it sug-
potentials in depolarized pyramidal neurons. In the gests that these different mechanisms can code differ-
awake animal, REM sleep, and anesthesia, pyramidal ent stimulus dimensions or representations (Hirase et
neurons, on average, discharge on the negative phase al., 2000).
of the theta cycle recorded from the CA1 pyramidal Large and systematic phase shifts can be brought
cell layer (Figure 3A). However, considerable variability about by the interference of two oscillators with slightly
different frequencies (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Jensenexists in the phase of individual spikes (Figure 3B). More-
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Figure 6. Oscillation of Inhibitory Networks
Provides a Clock Signal for Timing of Action
Potentials of Pyramidal Neurons
(A) The interconnected inhibitory interneu-
rons rhythmically hyperpolarize spatially dis-
tant pyramidal cells. The timing of the action
potentials is determined by the magnitude of
the excitatory drive to the pyramidal cells:
more strongly driven neurons will discharge
earlier during the theta cycle. Interneurons
discharge regularly at each theta cycle (light
blue ticks). (B) Phase advancement of action
potentials in the anesthetized rat. Theta oscil-
lation was mimicked by sinusoid somatic cur-
rent injection (0.05 nA). Place field activation
in the awake animal was mimicked by adding
a 2 s triangular waveform (gray trace). Bot-
tom: a single trial. Histogram : average of 50
events. Dotted lines: peaks of the sinus oscil-
lation. Note that most action potentials occur
on the rising phase of oscillation and at pro-
gressively earlier phases upon increasing lev-
els of depolarization. Note also the asymmet-
ric distribution of spikes on the depolarizing
and repolarizing parts of the ramp, resem-
bling the asymmetric nature of place fields
(Mehta et al., 2000). Reprinted from Buzsa´ki
and Chrobak (1995); Parts (B) and (D), A.
Henze and G.B., unpublished data.
and Lisman, 1996). As discussed earlier, the extrahippo- peak of theta waves in str. oriens/pyramidale (Figures
1 and 4). It is possible that the low-frequency singlecampal (entorhinal) and intrahippocampal (CA3) theta
oscillators can be relatively independent. If the average spikes that occur on the positive peaks of the locally
derived theta (Figure 3B) are brought about by the ento-field theta is determined primarily by the entorhinal input
but place-related discharge requires the CA3 input as rhinal input. On the other hand, stronger activation may
require the cooperation of entorhinal and CA3 inputswell, then a faster CA3 theta oscillator can bring about
a full theta cycle spike advancement. The observation and the more strongly activated neurons will discharge
earlier in phase. Place cells discharge fastest in thethat CA3 and CA1 pyramidal neurons discharge on the
same phase of theta (Fox et al., 1986; J. Csicsvari and center of the field that corresponds to approximately
180 of phase advancement (Skaggs et al., 1996).G.B., unpublished data) provides support for the hypoth-
esis that the CA3 input is the major driving source of Because 3% of CA1 pyramidal cells are active during
the theta cycle (Csicsvari et al., 1998) and because thethe discharging CA1 pyramidal neurons.
The activity-dependent theta phase advancement of majority of spikes are emitted within the place field, the
mean spike-theta phase relationship of the cell popula-spike may shed light on the controversy between field
measurements of theta waves and the timing of spikes tion (Figure 3A) is therefore strongly biased by the
phase-advanced place cells. The slowly dischargingduring the theta cycle. The entorhinal input appears to
be relatively sustained (Brankack et al., 1993) because majority, in fact, may have an opposite phase relation-
ship (Figure 3C). These observations suggest that whilelayer III neurons are active over very large spatial areas
(Barnes et al., 1990). Although most pyramidal neurons most neurons contribute to the generation of field theta,
it is the strongly active minority that is responsible forare silent during theta (Harris et al., 2000), the voltage
fluctuation in their membrane, nevertheless, also con- the empirically derived spike-phase relationship (Figure
3A). In turn, this relationship could resolve the contro-tributes to theta. The maximum dendritic depolarization
corresponds to the negative peak of theta waves present versy between results derived from CSD unit recording
studies regarding the relationship between afferent exci-in str. lacunosum-moleculare, mirrored by the positive
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tation and the theta cycle-related discharges of CA1 be responsible. When theta-like oscillation is induced
in the slice by carbachol, part of the effect may bepyramidal cells.
explained by the drug’s blocking effect of GABAA recep-Overall, these considerations suggest that modeling
tors (MacVicar and Tse, 1989). Importantly, carbacholthe generation of the extracellular theta field with a single
has been shown to facilitate the somadendritic propaga-“average” pyramidal cell (Figure 2) is not adequate. The
tion of action potentials through activation of muscarinictiming of the action potentials within the theta cycle
receptors (Tsubokawa and Ross, 1997). Backpropagat-depends on the activity level of pyramidal cell and other
ing spikes into the synaptically activated dendritic seg-hitherto unknown factors. We suggest that the behavior-
ments, in turn, have been shown to be important for thedependent variability of spike timing may explain the
enhancement of synaptic weights (Magee and John-discrepancy between the empirical observations (Figure
ston, 1995). LTP may occur because large amplitude3) and the expected timing of the spikes on the basis
fast spikes in dendrites can serve as a trigger of Ca2of extracellular theta sinks and sources (Figure 4).
spikes (Kamondi et al., 1998b). In turn, the large depolar-
ization associated with Ca2 spikes can enable NMDAHippocampal Plasticity during Theta Oscillations
receptors. In vivo, theta-associated somatic hyperpolar-Although indirect, several observations suggest the pos-
ization may provide silent periods necessary for the oc-sible involvement of theta oscillations in synaptic plas-
currence of complex spike bursts (Harris et al., 2001),ticity. A number of in vitro and in vivo studies have
a condition necessary for synaptic potentiation (Paulsenreported that induction of long-term potentiation (LTP)
and Sejnowski, 2000). Thus, theta oscillation may pro-is optimal when the time interval between stimuli is ap-
vide a mechanism for bringing together in time afferent-proximately 200 ms (Larson and Lynch, 1986; Greenstein
induced depolarization of pyramidal cell dendrites andet al., 1988). Rhythmic stimulation at theta frequency is
dendritic invasion of fast spikes, the key elements fornot needed though and two high-frequency bursts are
the induction of synaptic plasticity. Assuming that thesesufficient. When two identical bursts are applied repeat-
observations in vitro and in the anesthetized rat can beedly to two different inputs at 200 ms intervals, only the
generalized to the brains of behaving animals, we cansynapses activated by the second burst show potentia-
assign a specific physiological role to the intrahippo-tion (Larson and Lynch, 1986). In fact, the priming stimu-
campal trisynaptic pathway. During theta oscillation, re-lus can be a single pulse (Rose and Dunwiddie, 1986).
peated pairing of distal dendritic depolarization by theThe mechanism underlying the priming effect is largely
entorhinal input and the trisynaptically activated CA3unknown. It may block a normally present outward cur-
recurrent/Schaffer collaterals to CA3 and CA1 pyramidalrent (e.g., IA; Hoffman et al., 1997) or activate an NMDA cells can result in synaptic modification of the intrahip-receptor-mediated inward current (Larson and Lynch,
pocampal associational pathways. As a result, these1986). Alternatively, the priming stimulus-induced hy-
modified pathways will give rise to endogenous popula-perpolarization may activate Ih conductance or remove tion patterns in the absence of the entorhinal inputsthe inactivation of T-type of Ca2 channels followed by
during non-theta activity. Reactivation of the same syn-a rebound depolarization after 100–200 ms (Cobb et al.,
apses can further strengthen their efficacy (Buzsa´ki,
1995). A third possibility is that GABA released from
1989). The synaptic modification, brought about by the
terminals or cannabiods released from the discharging
two-step process, in turn, will allow memory retrieval.
neuron in response to the first pulse may block further
When repeated trains are delivered on the negative
GABA release by the subsequent train (Wilson and Ni- peak of the theta recorded in the str. radiatum, the pre-
coll, 2001; Ha´jos et al., 2000). Thus, the priming stimulus viously potentiated pathway becomes depotentiated
prepares the network so that all neurons will be optimally (Huerta and Lisman, 1996; Ho¨schler et al., 1997). There-
depolarized by the burst stimulus. However, it is not fore, timing of the dendritic excitatory inputs during the
clear yet how these postulated events relate to the con- theta cycle is critical for the strengthening and weaken-
ductance changes present during the in vivo theta cycle. ing of synapses. As discussed earlier, action potentials
The priming stimulus may be substituted by a previous occur on progressively earlier phases of the theta cycle
theta cycle in oscillating hippocampal networks. When as the rat traverses the place field of the recorded unit
a single tetanic train (four pulses at 100 Hz) is delivered (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996). Thus, if
during the positive peak of carbachol-induced theta- theta phase-dependent potentiation and depotentiation
like waves in CA1 str. radiatum, LTP occurs (Huerta and also hold in the intact brain (Ho¨schler et al., 1997), one
Lisman, 1996). Importantly, a single burst (200 Hz) of might expect that the synapses which bring about place-
five pulses was also sufficient for the potentiation of related activity undergo both potentiation and depoten-
the Schaffer collateral response in the anesthetized rat tiation every time the rat visits the place field of the
(Ho¨schler et al., 1997). Because the positive peak of neuron. Alternatively, pyramidal cells representing the
str. radiatum theta (i.e., negative phase of theta in the same part of the environment may recurrently discharge
pyramidal layer) corresponds to the highest probability their common basket and chandelier neurons (Csicsvari
of pyramidal cell discharge (Fox et al., 1986; Buzsa´ki et et al., 1998); thus dendritic depolarization and somatic
al., 1983), the phase-locked discharge of neurons may hyperpolarization will still occur in phase for this subnet.
substitute for the priming pulse. Similar observations As discussed in the previous section, this hypothesis
were made also in the dentate gyrus, although the rela- assumes that the activated subnet of pyramidal cells
tionship between the phase of theta and neuronal excit- and interneurons (i.e., a cell assembly) can “step out”
ability is less clear in this region (Pavlides et al., 1988). from the theta cycle represented by the nonspiking or
Why is potentiation so efficient during theta? Various slowly discharging population (Marshall et al., 2002).
We hypothesize that an important function of the thetafactors that act in concert during the theta cycle may
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oscillation is to assemble and segregate neuronal large volume of neurons, active neurons may contribute
disproportionally more to the field than nonspiking cells.groups. The segregated assembles then can “wire to-
gether” and exert a differential effect on their down- In future studies, large-scale recordings spanning
across different hippocampal regions should be usedstream neurons.
to reveal whether subnets of active neurons behave
differently from the “average” population. The coherentSignificance of Theta Oscillations
oscillations of cell assemblies during theta provide anand Future Directions
ideal mechanism for temporal coding and decoding (Lis-Brain waves reflect the collective behavior of neurons
man and Idiart, 1995; Wallenstein and Hasselmo, 1997).and provide insight into the fast periodic changes of
Theta phase precession of action potentials in activatedthe network. Theta oscillations reliably correlate with a
neurons supports the idea that phase coding is ex-variety of behaviors. The theta versus non-theta dichot-
ploited by the hippocampus and associated structures.omy objectively groups behaviors into preparatory ver-
However, further research is required to determinesus consummatory classes (Sherrington, 1897).
whether phase coding and rate coding are redundantField theta waves and phase-locked discharge of neu-
or whether they are used to register different types ofrons are observed in a large number of brain structures.
information. On the basis of the efficient and tunableThese structures are members of the anatomically de-
pyramidal cell-interneuron feedback (Markram et al.,fined limbic system (Broca, 1878). Thus, theta oscillation
1998; Marshall et al., 2002), we hypothesize that thiscan be used to functionally determine parts of an ana-
mechanism allows active pyramidal cells and their com-tomical macrosystem. Consequently, “limbic theta os-
mon interneurons to beat at slightly different frequencycillation” is a more appropriate term than hippocampal
and phase than the “master clock” rhythm of theta. Astheta. A theta cycle may be considered as an information
a result, the phase differences can segregate assem-quantum, allowing the exchange of information among
blies of neurons that are assigned to different represen-the linked members in a phase-locked manner. This
tations.discontiguous (cyclic) mode of operation may be a
Addressing many of these issues requires the analyti-unique solution to temporarily segregate and link neu-
cal power of in vitro preparations. The dynamic relation-ronal assemblies to perform various operations. From
ship between pyramidal cell discharge and the postsyn-this perspective, theta oscillation is a computational
aptic response of the various interneuron classes shouldprocess that brings together activity of sensory- and/or
be worked out in detail. On the other hand, a coordinatedmemory-activated neurons in time, thereby affecting be-
effort is needed to compare the physiological relevancehavioral output and plasticity. Examples of these opera-
of the in vitro observations to the intact brain. In additiontions include phase reset of the theta cycle by sensory
to physiological experiments, several topics could bene-stimulation (Buzsa´ki et al., 1979; Givens, 1996; Tesche
fit from computational models. For example, modelingand Karhu, 2000), theta phase locking of motor activity
extracellular current flow using networks of neurons may(Bun˜o and Velluti, 1977; Semba and Komisaruk, 1978),
yield insights into the relative contribution of spikingmemory encoding and retrieval (Hasselmo et al., 2002),
and nonspiking neurons to local field potentials. Geneticand synaptic potentiation of sequentially activated place
modification of channels and receptors can confront theneurons (Mehta et al., 2000).
relationship between single cell and network properties.Because neurons in the entorhinal cortex, hippocam-
Theta oscillation is a physiologically relevant phenotypepus, and septum are endowed with numerous voltage-
that provides a sensitive assay for the measurement ofdependent channels and intrinsic resonant properties,
ensemble properties of neurons.sequential activation of voltage-dependent conduc-
Most known disease-related impairments of the hip-tancies during the theta cycle may set constraints for
pocampus are associated with structural damage of itsexcitability and plasticity. For example, artificial stimula-
neurons. Because theta oscillation is a major operationaltion of any hippocampal pathway results in either ac-
mode of the hippocampus, it is expected that functionalcommodation or augmentation of the response. In con-
impairment of its oscillatory mode may be equally detri-trast, physiological activation of the same inputs during
mental to mental health. Noninvasive, clinically applica-theta activity may maintain stable firing patterns for pro-
ble methods (Tesche and Karhu, 2000) are now availablelonged periods (Czurko´ et al., 1999). Exploration of the
to examine whether and how this population pattern issignificance of the cyclic conductance changes in future
affected in schizophrenia, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s dis-experiments is a necessary step to provide an insight
ease, and other diseases.into the physiological role of theta. During theta oscilla-
tion, the dendrites of pyramidal cells can depolarize
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